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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Large Print. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. This combined
collection of three music instruction books takes students from beginning rhythms for any
instrument, to snare drum rudiments, and finally to full drumset exercises. The first book teaches
students how to read music by introducing note values, rests, and counting, with many examples to
practice. It covers rhythms only, not differently pitched notes, so it is applicable to any and all
musical instruments. The second book introduces snare drum technique for beginning to
intermediate players. Probably all of the rudiments can be broken down to just a few, and then
combined to form others. This book teaches the flam, drag, 4-stroke ruff, paradiddles (single,
double and triple), all the short rolls and the long roll. It contains 16 solos and a daily roll workout.
The third and final book in the series introduces Rock, Jazz and Punk genres. It includes numerous
exercises designed to help budding drummers go from beginner to advanced in limb coordination
and independence. A true gem of a volume- aspiring drummers cannot go wrong with this series!.
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ReviewsReviews

It is straightforward in read through preferable to fully grasp. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 percent of the pdf. Your life span will be enhance
once you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Jorge Hammes-- Jorge Hammes

Undoubtedly, this is the best work by any author. It is really simplified but shocks within the 50 % in the publication. Its been written in an extremely
straightforward way and is particularly just following i finished reading this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Vivianne Dietrich-- Vivianne Dietrich
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